Showcase Stage (Presented by Casino Woodbine) Bios

Mushy Callahan
Mushy Callahan is a four-piece alternative, Indie Rock band consisting of brothers Noah, Joel,
Jake and Luke. Hailing from the prairies of Alberta, the band’s unique blend of classic and
modern rock has been likened to bands like Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, Band of Skulls, and
The Stills, but with enough flair to make it entirely their own. Currently working on their fourth
studio album, the brothers have graced stages across Canada and the UK, with appearances at
notable festivals such as Edgefest, NXNE and Focus Wales.

Total Runout
Total Runout is a 3 piece Alternative Rock band from Toronto consisting of brothers Thomas
and Alex Arthur with long time friend Dan Morson. Their passion for high energy riff rock
incorporates elements of various contemporary bands which they deliver in a scintillating live
performance. The bands ability to vary their setup adds to its mystique with brothers Thomas
(keys, drums and vocals) and Alex (bass, drums and backing vocals) able to switch between
instruments at a moment's notice. Guitar player Dan however maintains his position on the six
strings covering both rhythm and lead duties.

Breaching Vista
Hailing from Kitchener, Ontario, alternative rock band Breaching Vista has been entertaining
and engaging audiences since 2007. With over 200 shows performed, they’ve become known
for their sing-a-longs and hooks, fun and energetic stage presence, and leaving the audience
feeling good and wanting more

The Vaniers
The Vaniers are a Toronto based Rock band formed in 2016. The trio consists of Diego Paz
(Vocals/Bass), Alex Iacobellis (Guitar) & Nick Donato (Drums). Currently building a following in
the city, the band is set to release their debut album in the Summer of 2019 - recorded and
mixed entirely to analog tape. Best defined as modern rock music with a vintage sound.

Rayzalution
Rayzalution’s all-Female Reggae Band is right now the only all-female reggae band in Toronto,
Canada. The band was founded in 2016 by Chantel McKnight who is the band leader and bass
player. Combining heavenly harmonies with exceptional musicianship and dynamic
performances, this powerhouse of talented female musicians, captures their audiences with the
very first note. The band's repertoire consists of originals, cover arrangements of classic and
present-day reggae hits that are designed to entertain, educate and enlighten all types of
individuals. This band is already a force to reckon with in the industry.

Joy of Dance
Joy of Dance Centre is committed to offering the very best in adult, kids and teen dance class
instruction in a warm and welcoming environment. They provide students with a place and
space to grow: uniquely, individually, expressively, technically, passionately and with
excellence. They offer instruction in a diverse and extensive dance repertoire from Ballet to Hip
Hop to Contemporary to Ballroom and are accredited Ballroom Dance Academy, under the
CDF, DVIDA and ISTD programs. They want you to learn the therapeutic, life affirming and spirit
enhancing benefits of dance. Dance wherever you are. No electronics, no outside distractions,
no boss, partner or family to take time away from you spending time with yourself. Everyone
needs to dance to survive the world today. Joy of Dance wants to be that home for you.

Alexandra Babiak
Alexandra Babiak is a singer songwriter from Toronto, Ontario. Exploring caves of loss and grief
with rare openness, her songs are reflective and have an ethereal quality, A thoughtful glimpse
into her memories, losses and desires, Alexandra's cinematic and narrative melodies creep
under your skin - whispering lyrics that are endlessly relatable.

Kelvin Wetherell
Kelvin’s songs lean into life in all its battered glory. His poetic, image-rich lyrics riff on selfawareness and our commonality in a world distracted. Coupled with music borne of a love for
Roots, Blues, Rock, Reggae and old school R&B, the groove that accompanies the message is
deep and wide. His voice is inspired by such greats as Sam Cooke, Bob Marley, and Johnny
Cash. His guitar style is a unique mix of finger picking and percussive, tribal elements. Kelvin’s
music has taken him to Nashville, Europe, across the Great White North, and back. As a result,
people all over the world are tuned into his songs. But Toronto is where he hangs his hat, and
he brings his unique sound to local venues throughout the city he calls home. Any opportunity to
share his musical stories with an audience is welcomed, both at home and out on the road.

Adam Caranfa
Adam Caranfa is a Toronto born musician, drawing influence from artists like the Red-Hot Chili
Peppers, Incubus, John Mayer, and Frank Turner. He plays current hits, as well as great
throwbacks all the way back to the Four Seasons.

Dan Gagnon
Dan Gagnon is a singer/songwriter from Southwestern Ontario who decided to ditch white
collars for pint collars, whiskey and original music based on his experiences screwing up
relationships over the years.

Drop Top Alibi
By Blending their modern feel with classic influences, Drop Top Alibi has created a timeless
Rock n Roll experience seldom seen in the modern rock climate. Formed in June of 2016 by
Brandon Gregory and Dylan Wykes, DTA have quickly become one of the highest energy and
mesmerizing Rock n Roll acts in Toronto. In the same year after recording their debut single
‘Holding The Gun’ at Metal Works with Gilby Clarke (formerly of Guns n Roses, Kings of Chaos,
Heart, etc.) Gregory and Wykes were able to solidify their final line up with the addition of Luc
Ricci on bass and Jeff Cox on drums. DTA is set to release a fresh single in 2019. The single
was produced by five-time Juno award winning and Grammy nominated producer and
songwriter Michael Hanson (formerly of Glass Tiger). With Michael Hanson’s direction, and the
accomplishment of being named Rock Search Champions, Drop Top Alibi is poised to have a
break out year and completely change the playing field for modern rock music.

Nothing Man
Nothing Man, fronted by Oji-Cree singer songwriter Evan Pang, is a five-piece Indie-Rock band
based in Toronto.The songs, written by Pang, reflect his experiences with love, identity,
struggle, culture and the imagination. Each is layered with complementing strings sections,
heavy hitting guitar riffs and drum lines produced by the collective.

Fat Head Hazel
Fat Head Hazel is a Toronto Pop/Rock Cover band. This four-piece is fronted by Jennifer
Brewer and driven by a dynamic rhythm section featuring Jen Benton (Bass), Robyn McDonald
(Drums), and Lucio Agostini (Lead Guitar). With their unique renditions of Van Morrison to Pat
Benatar to Lady Gaga, Fat Head Hazel can often be heard the Old Nick Pub. As a Danforth
favorite, the band has been welcomed features at Thrill of the Grill Festival (2018 and 2019),
Taste of the Danforth (2018), Buddies in Bad Times Goddess Day (2019), and Toronto Pride
(2019).

Oh Darlin
Oh, Darlin is the creative collaboration of Gin Sexsmith and Rawa Brant. With sweet and soulful
melodies, rhythmic guitar and thumping percussion this is an acoustic bluesy duo you won’t
want to miss.

Cove and the Current
Cove & The Current is a 4-piece indie rock band from Durham Region, Ontario. Born on the
shores of Hubbards Nova Scotia, the idea for Cove & The Current came to be as Joel took to
the beach for some late-night jam sessions with some local musicians. From guitars and fiddles
to bongos and local growlers, we all howled late into the night. Joel thought to bring to life the
feelings of those late night Hubbards Beach jam sessions to lay the foundation in which Cove &
The Current has become. Cove & The Current are currently preparing an E.P album and
gearing up to play local audiences in the GTA. We hope the songs will inspire people to do what
they love and to never give up on their dreams

Celebration Army
The Celebration Army is taking back the night and breathing new life into the roots of the most
inspiring genre of our generation. Harkening back to the golden ages of Classic Rock but with a
contemporary edge, the band infuses infectious hooks with a stylistic breadth of Rock, Soul and
Blues. Ugly grimaces of Funk, delicious guitar licks and crisp rhythm that justifies sweating
through torn jeans and cocktail dresses.

Zaynab Wilson
A Montréal-born Trinidadian-Canadian, Zaynab Wilson brings a wealth of cultural and musical
diversity to her sound which draws from her Caribbean roots mixed with folk, her heart and soul.
The Live Video EP (2018) is the debut to her emergence as a singer-songwriter and showcases
Zaynab is her most comfortable and natural state as a performer. As a multi-instrumentalist,
Zaynab has performed with artists in Canada, Trinidad, Mexico, Australia, UK and Europe. She
has independently toured her original music on both Canadian coasts in 2018 and, continuing
with the flow in 2019, will be releasing her first studio EP, touring North American and remaining
open to the possibilities and opportunities that will meld her worlds of community-bridging,
music, education and travel.

Amaka Queenette
Amaka Queenette is a 19-year-old Nigerian- born artist stationed in the GTA. Her genrebending style allows for a full range of experiences and no lack of imaginative creativity. With
lyrics that feel unrushed and thoughtful, as well as textures that invoke feelings of nostalgia and
sentimentality, Amaka intends to remind you how to let yourself be fully content.

SURE
Brent, Sean and Dave aka ‘sure’ is a band born out of the need to hangout with each other.
They figured if they started a band, they’d see each other more... and they were RIGHT.
Considering their genre “slop pop” these boys don’t take themselves too seriously, they won’t
guarantee they’ll be the best band you’ve ever seen but they will guarantee you’ll have a good
time and something to talk about when you leave.

Chris Strei
Chris Strei is a Country singer/songwriter whose style has been compared with Chris Stapleton
and Bob Dylan. Chris draws on his own life experiences for inspiration in his music. With
compositions influenced by Blues, Bluegrass and also some elements of
Hard Rock and Metal, Chris's songs tell stories with a relatable point of view. Since the end of
2017, Chris has come a long way in a short time: Following an opportunity to open for the Junonominated band The Trews in December, he embraced a philosophy that you miss 100% of the
shots you don't take. In June 2018, Chris embarked on his cross-Canada BlackBird Tour from
Ontario to Alberta; he accepted an opportunity to perform his song "Love You Anyhow" with
Juno-nominated folk and pop singer Dayna Manning in August; and in September he cracked
the Top 25 in The Shot, Canada's Premiere Singing Competition. In Summer 2019, Chris will
release his full-length album, Moonshine.

Sean Stanley Trio and Miss Dior
Pianist Sean Stanley, and vocalist Miss Dior possess a special chemistry; it's not simply their
warm, dynamic interplay, but their unique blending of influences that come together so
effectively. This polished quartet bring early Jazz and Blues to life, mixing landmark standards
with Sean Stanley's original compositions. Miss Dior treads her own path as a vocalist, (also a
talented world music percussionist) and her sound is the sum of her many diverse influences,
spanning a broad spectrum of musical classifications including Bjork, Billie Holiday, Sade, Nina
Simone and Sarah Vaughan. Born in West Africa and raised in Toronto after arriving as a
refugee with her family, Dior’s style is as eclectic and well-travelled as her life. Sean Stanley is a
Jazz man, filling each possible moment with a focus to deepen his knowledge of great Jazz
music and its leading, creative figures. Stanley's piano playing reflects his autodidactic Jazz
piano historian background. He summons the spirit of: Errol Garner, Eubie Blake, Teddy Wilson,
and Earl Hines, among others in his piano technique. The duo is also capable of swelling to trio,
quartet and sextet configurations when requested, a draw from a well of young, talented jazz
musicians in the city. Sean Stanley & Miss Dior offer a consuming and elucidating jazz and
blues experience.

Yellow Magnolia
Fresh off the release of the Too Restless EP, Yellow Magnolia is busy playing shows around
and outside the GTA. Founded by the Jennings brothers in Aurora Ontario, Yellow Magnolia is
made up of four members (Evin Jennings, Owen Jennings, Jake Allen and Keith Jarvis). Playing
together for nearly two years, the group has played a variety of venues including The
Horseshoe Tavern, The Baby G and Monarch Tavern. Yellow Magnolia is a alt/indie Rock Band,
check us out on iTunes & Spotify.

Kristen Karma
Kristen Karma’s music career has already blossomed in the pop/dance scene in her hometown
of Vancouver. Now located in Toronto, Kristen Karma is no stranger to the ever-growing music
industry. Kristen Karma is taking control of her own destiny with a Gold Award in one hand
(personally given to her by HRH Prince Edward in 2009) and a black corset in the other. She
effortlessly walks the line between an organized and responsibly rehearsed persona who has
spent years studying the theory behind her music, and her alter ego who cannot refrain from
gallivanting all over the stage during her pop/electronic performances. Karma not only wields a
certificate in Audio Engineering from Hot Sole Music, but has studied voice with Judith
Rabinovitch, who has worked with the likes of Avril Lavigne and Sarah McLachlan.

By Request
By Request Live Band Karaoke are a rotating collective of Toronto-based musicians that bring a
unique musical experience to birthday parties, office quarterlies and any other event you can
think of. The By Request experience lets guests with any amount of singing experience take
center stage - with a scrolling teleprompter and your backing band helping you out, By Request
will make sure you feel supported onstage. The By Request collective have experience playing
a wide variety of gigs including cover sets (with vocals), stripped-down acoustic and
instrumental jazz so feel free to make specific requests for your event.

Built For Speed
Built for Speed is Toronto's newest and most exciting retro rock n' roll band, offering alot more
than what you would expect from a traditional trio. Putting a modern spin on everybody's
favorite oldies and classics, then playing hits from the 80's to today in the spirit of vintage
rockabilly and even surf rock, watching Built for Speed play live is the most fun people are
having listening to the music they enjoy since they first fell in love with it.
The band is Chuck, lead guitar and vocals, Kevin, drums, and Tykos, bass. All 3 are seasoned
accomplished local musicians who have appeared on numerous albums, received various
awards and played all over north America and Europe.

